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Why DNA test?
• Determine if two people are related
• Determine if two people descend from
the same ancestor
• Determine if you are related to others
with the same surname
• Prove/disprove your family tree
research
• Go beyond brick wall in genealogy
• Ancestry composition/ethnic origins
• Find out about genetic risk factors in
health

22 pairs of autosomes – 2 copies per cell
Sex chromosomes XX or XY

Genetic Inheritance:
Father contributes 22 autosomes (1 of each pair), X or Y
Mother contributes 22 autosomes (1 of each pair), X and mtDNA

Y DNA testing:
• Y chromosome DNA
• Passed from father to son unchanged
(unless a mutation occurs)

mtDNA testing
• Mitochondrial DNA
• Passed from mother to children
unchanged (unless a mutation
occurs)
atDNA testing
• Testing across all 22 autosomes
• Tests DNA from all ancestral
lines
• Most effective for near kinships
(5-6 generations)

Three types of DNA testing available

Largely utilized in surname projects at FTDNA,
as it tests male DNA only. Used to confirm
related lines and identify lost family lineages.

Y DNA Testing

Typically more difficult to organize as women
tend to change surnames upon marriage, but
it too can be effectively used to confirm
kinships and identify lost family lineages.

mtDNA Testing

As you move forward in time
less and less DNA inherited is
passed from the most distant
ancestors

atDNA Testing

http://www.isogg.org/wiki/Autosomal_DNA_testing_comparison_chart

Live demo

23 and me

Click FAMILY &*
FRIENDS and
select MANAGE
SHARING, if you
have known
cousins with kits
& would like to
set up sharing in
advance of your
results posting to
save time.

Things you can do after you register your
kit (and before you have results)

Click the button and
enter the email
address of your
relative & select a kit
to share (if you have
multiple kits on a
single account). Select
sharing without
health reports and
enter a optional
message if you like.
Click the INVITE
button to send your
sharing request.

Things you can do after you register your
kit (and before you have results)

The first time you
login and have
DNA Relatives
match results
you will see this
line “SHOW
CLOSE
RELATIVES”

This line is actually a button. You will
need to click it and agree to see close
relatives—if you don’t, anyone closer
than a 2nd cousin will not show up on
your list (including
Aunt/Uncle/sibling/parent/child/1st
cousins)

The first login after results

Select Family
& Friends
then DNA
Relatives from
the top menu
to view your
family
matches

DNA Relatives (match/cousins list)

Select to change
&/or sort match
view

Parent(s) testing adds a new column
indicating matches as Paternal or Maternal

More test participants = more data!

A fan chart can help you
determine at a glance where
you may be related to cousins
in your DNA Relatives match
list.

Seven generation charts (show out to 5th cousin level)
http://obituarieshelp.org/blank_family_trees_7_seven_generations.html
(download free blank chart)

You can edit or
customize your
message here

Don’t forget
the basic
sharing

Basic Genome Sharing: Without basic genome sharing the site is no
more useful than posting a query online to a surname forum--but it
costs a lot more!

Click to send a
sharing request
to anonymous
matches

Names that are not anonymous
are public shares and appear as
names or pseudonyms in your
match list. To share, click their
name to bring up their profile
then click to invite as shown
here.

Sharing

Once you are sharing with a cousin from your match list….
1. At the top hover your mouse over MY RESULTS and select ANCESTRY
TOOLS
2. Click Family Inheritance: Advanced in the left column
3. Enter the person sharing with you in the left box, your name should
automatically appear in the box on the right
4. Click the blue COMPARE button
5. It takes a second to fully complete but a chart will come up outlining
all of the chromosomes by number. On it you will see a highlight in
blue--that is the location where you and that person share the same
genetic data.
6. You can now hover your mouse pointer over the blue shared area
and the statistics relevant to that share will appear on the screen
above it. These are the numbers you record in your spreadsheet along
with the ones from the DNA Relatives match list page you referred to in
your message. That completes your entry on the spreadsheet for that
person. If you communicate and they share a family tree with you and
an email address or gedmatch # (more advanced tools at
gedmatch.com) you can note those on your spreadsheet too. This
keeps everything in one place so that when you add that 'magic'
mutual cousin to the sheet and notice the numbers in the column for
the chromosome segment are about the same, you will have all the
info to verify it as a group match and contact the mutual cousins all
right from your spreadsheet.

Family Inheritance: Advanced

Note the group match on
chromosome 13 where Z & I both
match C, so C matches on Z’s
paternal side of her family tree.

Note the 2d
segment on chr 13
where Z matches
but neither her
mother nor her
father does—this
is IBS and
irrelevant

To verify a group match..(this is the next step)
Once in a while you will see what LOOKS like a group
match, but you must verify to ensure that it is indeed
one. To do this you simply shuffle the names from the
left side to the right so that you make sure you
compare everyone in the group to everyone else and
they all still match one another in the same area.
Why you might ask? Because chromosomes come in
pairs, so you must make sure everyone who appears
to be a group match are in fact matching on the same
'side' of the chromosome pair. If everyone matches
everyone else no matter which side their name is on,
you have a group match!
Once ANY two group members are able to find and
confirm their match in their family trees, then
everyone in the group will know that they too are
related somewhere along this same ancestral branch!
That is the beauty of sharing. 

Group match-- yes or no?!
This is where the spreadsheet can help…as you add new shares you can ‘eyeball’
potential group matches to check in the Inheritance Advanced tool

X chromosome matches are SPECIAL!
http://www.thegeneticgenealogist.com/2008/12/21/unlocking-the-genealogical-secrets-of-the-x-chromosome/

Screenshot from a mutual cousin’s match list:

From your DNA Relatives match list search on what
you know:

In every case but one, I have been able to find the anonymous match & send a
sharing request. (In that 1 instance there were two possibilites, so I sent both
requests-problem solved!) 

Technique for differentiating anonymous
cousins in the DNA Relatives match list

Click here to
bring up the
relationship
box

Mark relationships, once confirmed, by clicking the blank area next to the match’s name then
use the dropdown box to enter the correct relationship. Note ½ kinships will give predicted
relationships that appear ‘off’, such as this one for two ½ brothers who are predicted as
Uncle/Nephew by the system based on the amount of DNA shared.

Click MY RESULTS then ANCESTRY COMPOSITION to view

Use the drop down box to change
from the default map view to the
more relevant chromosome view

Ancestry Composition

You can log a ticket if you have an issue
and need assistance or tech support.
At top right click HELP then FAQ. Enter a
question in the box and click search..when
you do that at the bottom of the results
list (which may answer your question) is a
link --

Didn't find what you were looking for?
Fill out a request form
Use that to send an email to tech support
about your question/problem.

Need help?

Online trees are NOT the know all end all.
Without proper documentation they are best
used only as a suggestion for your own research
to document your own family tree, or a means of
contacting the owner/contributor to share
documentation of the contents.
I can post an ancestry tree showing I’m Elvis’
daughter, but that doesn’t make it true! 
You can prove to be a distant cousin to a celebrity who has
tested at 23andme (the original Hollywood “spit party”). Click
MY RESULTS then click the header ANCESTRY OVERVIEW and
scroll down to see a famous relative or two! 

Things your DNA test can’t tell you…
at least not without a LOT of work!!

•

http://trackingyourroots.com/DNA (free spreadsheet,
helps, tips and links, this ‘how-to’ file in pdf and power
point formats—updated as time permits and site changes)

•

International Society of Genetic Genealogy (ISOGG)
http://www.isogg.org/

•

Roberta Estes’ Genetic Genealogy blog http://dnaexplained.com/

•

CeCe Moore’s “Your Genetic Genealogist” blog
http://www.yourgeneticgenealogist.com/

•

Sorenson Molecular Genealogy Foundation
(info and how-tos for genetic genealogy under Molecular
Genealogy tab at upper right—other good, more advanced
resources in their databases.)
http://www.smgf.org/

•

Gedmatch: http://gedmatch.com (advanced tools, good
for comparing results with broader audience as they accept
raw data uploads from 23andme, FTDNA and ancestry)

•

Order a kit from 23andme
http://refer.23andme.com/a/clk/4jHdx

Additional resources

Now that you understand the basics of how to use
23andMe..what’s next?
Organizing your match data and seeking out ‘group matches’.
This is the ‘key’ to genetic genealogy.
You can download a free blank spreadsheet from my website
herehttp://trackingyourroots.com/DNA
The sheet is blank, fill it in with the match data you find for each match
you share with. Be sure to place the data in the correct chromosome
segment—some matches will be entered more than once, if you share
multiple segments. You may want to add a column at the end to paste
the link to your 23andMe message thread for each match cousin—I have
found this to be TREMENDOUSLY helpful as there is no search
functionality within the 23andMe message system and after two years it
is too cumbersome to dig through thousands of messagres one by one
seeking a specific one!  Eventually, you will probably also want to add
a column at the very beginning to note P/M as even with no parents
testing, you will eventually, after accumulating enough match data be
able to delineate your matches to one side or the other of your family
tree.

What Next?

Completing the spreadsheet and adding to it over time will
allow you to easily note patterns and group matches.

So, basically, using the Family Inheritance Advanced
tool to complete the spreadsheet, add each new
match. As I do this, I eyeball to see if their segment
area (I leave off all the zeros in the segment number
to make it easier on my old eyes), looks like I already
have folks matching me in that area. If I seen any
that look like they may, then I run the cross analysis
to see if the new share matches the person(s) who
already share with me in that area. If they do, I
know they are part of a group match. A group
match being a set of cousins who all share in the
same/overlapping segment area of a specific
chromosome, proving they all share a common
ancestor somewhere in their family tree who
contributed this DNA segment that was passed
down to each of them. (see next slide)

Access the tool by clicking MY
RESULTS then ANESTRY TOOLS &
Family Inheritance Advanced.
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You can have what looks like a group match, but not all may match everyone else in the group on your segment of
interest—this indicates a difference in matching to the chromosome in the pair received from each parent-one
maternal and one paternal, meaning some are matching from your mother and the other(s) from your father. Figuring
out which is which is part of what you are working to do by defining group matches. 

For example. Say I just added Mel as a new entry to my spreadsheet. The first thing I notice when I enter her
segment 14-35 on this chromosome (chr) is that she may match Sue and William on that area or she may match John,
as they all share in that same area with me. So I go back to my Family Inheritance Advanced tool, and compare Mel to
each of Sue, John and William and I find that viola! She matches Sue and William and doesn't match John. Well, that
makes sense because John is already confirmed to my maternal side of my tree, while Sue & William are on the
paternal side (note pink M or blue P in first column). Each of those 'sides' represents one of the two chromosome 19s
inherited-one from the father, one from the mother. So now I highlight Melba in blue because I know she is part of
that group match as she matches us there and also matches Sue and William there. I then talk to Mel and find she too
descends from Willson & Tempy and add that to my notes and bold her to indicate a known connection.
Now I know they are a group match--all sharing this same segment of chromosome 19. So I now KNOW that they also
share a common ancestor that passed this segment down to each of them over time and generations.

The chr 19 section of my spreadsheet that corresponds
to the previous image.

But what else can I tell? Looking at the Notes column where I have listed
the Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA) that each match shares with
me when known or confirmed, I see that Mel and I have Willson Franklin
& Tempy Straughn as our MRCA, while William Fant &I have Thomas &
Nancy Franklin as our MRCA. So, since Thomas and Nancy are Willson's
parents, this tells me that Willson Franklin carried this segment intact
from his parents and I can now rule out Tempy Straughn as having
contributed any of this particular segment, because for Thomas to match
here as well as Wilson, Tempy can’t be the donor of this DNA unless
somewhere down the line we were to determine Tempy and Willson are
kin...but that would be an even more advanced session. LOL So, we can
pretty safely say that this segment came from Willson Franklin intact
from Thomas or Nancy (as only one of his parents will have provided it.
Next we see that Sue and I share the same full segment amount as we do
with William but her MRCA to us is much more recent--John A Franklin &
wife Celia Findley. So this tell us that Mel’s segment has a
recombination, or break point at the 35 range and so from 35-51 on her
DNA came from another ancestral source. What else we now know is
that this entire segment 14-51 was carried by John A. Franklin, who got it
from his father Willson Franklin who got it from Thomas/Nancy Franklin
intact. It's a nice segment at ~5600SNPs in length. And I could color it in
my chromosome painting as a segment of my DNA belonging directly to
John A Franklin and Willson Franklin.

This particular segment COULD help me eventually find Nancy's maiden
name if it turns out it came from her rather than from Thomas..or it
could have me find Thomas's parents if it came from him....more data
collection is all we need...and that means time and patience! 

The next 'group match' I'll talk about is the yellow group. Here we have two
second cousins sharing a segment with us as a group match and one share
by Misty here that we as yet don't know how she ties in. Charles, Tom & I
share John A Franklin & Mahaley Celia Findley as MRCA for this segment
group match.
So what I know here is that this segment, which we all share pretty much
the same (1-7) came from either John A Franklin or his wife Celia Findley. If I
were to have a known Findley cousin also match me here who shared Celia's
parents I would know this segment came from her (which on another chr I
have been able to determine that). On the flip side, if a cousin who had
Willson Franklin as our MRCA shared with me here then I would know the
segment was part of John A Franklin's DNA makeup. Again, more waiting
and patience for what I call 'that magic match' that will delinate it further!
But what about Misty who we don't know her connection. Well, what I can tell her is
that she is either 1. a descendant of John and Celia (Findley) Franklin, or 2. An ancestor
of one of them is somewhere in her tree as her ancestor too! This is where this can
become VERY helpful as you'll see when I talk about the green group match. For now
though I know little about Misty's ancestry and neither does she, so wait we shall.

In the green match group you see Ken is bold, because we have confirmed
our MRCA as Thomas & Nancy Franklin. But we have two others we share
with here Pam and Ray. So all of us share a common ancestor and again,
because I know my MRCA with Ken is Thomas & Nancy the connection will
be somewhere either downstream or upstream of them in my family tree. So
say Pam and Ray are able to confirm that they connect at John and Mary
Bass who lived in Pulaski county, GA in the early 1800s. (And I made this
supposition easy just for the sake of things because Thomas & Nancy were
living there at that time! LOL)
Well now I KNOW somehow my Thomas & Nancy connect to this John &
Mary Bass and I can go looking for records for John & Mary that may help
connect them to Thomas & Nancy...maybe they are parents of Nancy or one
is a sibling of Nancy or Thomas? This is EXACTLY how Dad and I connected
Willson to Thomas Franklin..DNA gave us a direction and digging in
courthouse records we found the link. So when you don't know where
someone came from (we were stuck in AL at the time) this can give you a
location (Pulaski county, GA) or a name (John & Mary Bass) to search for to
find documentary evidence to back up the DNA. YAY!

If my ancestors hadn't lived the life they
lived, doing what they did, I wouldn't be
here--or at the very least I wouldn't be
who I am and I'm okay with that! 

